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Do you think statistics is too complicated? That it is simply not for you? We are aware that 
you have learned percentages back in elementary school, and that there is a chance that 
intervals, quartiles or types of distribution are still in the twilight zone for you. We hope not 
for long. Here is STEDy, a statistical educational portal that will explain in only a few steps 
the statistical concepts that sometimes seem so complicated. On the other hand, if you have 
always been a fan of statistics, it is just what you need to expand, renew or test your 
knowledge. Check it out.

E n t e r  t h e  S T E D y  
a p p

https://www.stat.si/stedy


Have you ever wondered what the median is? No, it’s not the 

prettiest girl in the neighbouring class. For beginners, it is 

one of the favourite measures of averages, as it is really quite 

simple. Half to one side, half to the other, and we have it.

Median

 R E A D  M O R E

https://www.stat.si/stedy/opisivanje-podataka/medijan


What is the probability that you will be selected 

for washing dishes? And what is the probability 

that your brother will be selected to do them? 

This is easy to calculate. But how do we tackle 

probability in a family with six children? See 

and calculate!

Probability

 R E A D  M O R E

https://www.stat.si/stedy/osnove-vjerojatnosti/vjerojatnost


Do you know who Bernoulli was? The name is 

somewhat reminiscent of a Portuguese sailor who

discovered an uninhabited island near Fiji in the 

16th century. However, this is not even close. He 

was a mathematician and a physicist who gave the 

name to the Bernoulli distribution, a random 

variable X that describes an experiment with only 

two possible outcomes. In everyday life, however, 

we are probably more familiar with the normal 

distribution.

Distributions

 R E A D  M O R E

https://www.stat.si/stedy/distribucije/bernoulijeva-distribucija


Speaking of samples, we can have different types in mind. But 

when we talk about samples in statistics, we are talking about a 

random sample, a simple sample, a representative sample. A 

sample is a part of the population based on which we can 

conclude what applies to the entire population. To put it 

simply: why would you ‘harass’ the entire school by asking all 

students if they prefer to run shorter or longer distances, if you 

can ask just a few students in each class about it?

Population and sample

 R E A D  M O R E

https://www.stat.si/stedy/statisticko-zakljucivanje/populacija-i-uzorak


For more demanding users, there is a treat: variance 

and the square root of the variance (also known as the 

standard deviation). Variance is used to measure the 

dispersion of numerical data, while the standard 

deviation measures the dispersion of data around the 

average.

Variance and standard deviation

 R E A D  M O R E

https://www.stat.si/stedy/opisivanje-podataka/varijanca-i-standardna-devijacija
https://www.stat.si/StatWeb/en

